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Language: English . Brand New Book. There is no such thing as perfect security when it comes to
keeping all systems intact and functioning properly. Good penetration (pen) testing creates a
balance that allows a system to be secure while simultaneously being fully functional. With this
book, youa ll learn how to become an effective penetrator (i.e., a white hat or ethical hacker) in
order to circumvent the security features of a Web application so that those features can be
accurately evaluated and adequate security precautions can be put in place. After a review of the
basics of web applications, youa ll be introduced to web application hacking concepts and
techniques such as vulnerability analysis, attack simulation, results analysis, manuals, source code,
and circuit diagrams. These web application hacking concepts and techniques will prove useful
information for ultimately securing the resources that need your protection. What you will learn
from this book aeo Surveillance techniques that an attacker uses when targeting a system for a
strike aeo Various types of issues that exist within the modern day web application space aeo How
to audit web services...
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Reviews
A new e book with a brand new standpoint. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I discovered this ebook from my i and dad
advised this publication to understand.
-- Ja da Fr a necki II
Here is the very best book i have got read through until now. I could possibly comprehended everything using this composed e publication. You will not
sense monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Iz a ia h Schowa lter
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